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Abstract: The collection consists of four cards with notation and titled figures.
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Access
Collection open for research.
Publication Rights
Property rights reside with the University of California. These materials are in the public domain. For permissions to reproduce or to publish, please contact the Head of Special Collections and University Archives.
Preferred Citation
Collection of contredanse notation manuscript cards and other material. MS-P56. Special Collections and Archives, The UC Irvine Libraries, Irvine, California. Date accessed.
For the benefit of current and future researchers, please cite any additional information about sources consulted in this collection, including permanent URLs, item or folder descriptions, and box/folder locations.
Acquisition Information
Acquired, 2002.
Processing Information
Scope and Content of Collection
The collection consists of four cards with notation and titled figures.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Dance -- France
Country dance -- France
Cards (information artifacts) -- France -- 18th century.
Notebooks -- France -- 18th century.
Dance notation -- France -- 18th century.

folder FB-021, folder 12
Contredanse notation manuscript cards,. 1770
Physical Description: 20 items.
General Physical Description note: no content

folder FB-021, folder 12
Notebook and slipcase, 1770